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Zoonotic diseases cause 2.2 million deaths and 2.4 billion cases of
human illness throughout the world. They are concentrated in lowand middle-income countries in Asia and Africa, but the whole world
is at risk of a potential pandemic.
To combat these diseases, the international organisations are promoting the One Health concept, which is aimed at jointly addressing
human health, animal health and the environment. However, the
implementation of this approach is encountering numerous technical,
scientific and institutional difficulties.

Research will facilitate this implementation. This is shown by the
interdisciplinary research conducted in Africa and Asia, associating
methods used in the fields of human health and animal health, as
well as the different stakeholders within these sectors. The promising
findings of this research are helping to define the content of the
concept and prefigure the management of the One Health initiative.
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Through Perspective
CIRAD provides the
opportunity to explore new
avenues for discussion and
action based on research and
expertise, without presenting
an institutional position.

Zoonotic diseases, which can be transmitted
from domestic and wild animals to humans
as well as from humans to animals, cause 2.2
million deaths and 2.4 billion cases of human
illness every year in the world. They represent
60% of human infectious diseases and 75% of
emerging diseases (Grace D. et al., 2012).

transmitted to humans. It is therefore important to target high-risk countries.

The international organisations are promoting the One Health concept. This concept is
well suited to countries with limited resources
for combating zoonoses as well as exclusively
animal diseases with potentially serious indiMany zoonoses are concentrated in low- or rect consequences for human health and the
middle-income countries in Africa and Asia, economy. Launched in 2008, the One Health
but the risk of pandemic exists at the global initiative is based on the following premise:
level: a new virus strain (of influenza, for in an interconnected world that is undergoexample) could emerge from an animal and ing considerable climate and environmental
be transmitted to humans; or a virus hosted change, human, animal and environmental
by animals (such as bats or rodents) could be health are inextricably linked. It advocates

The One Health
concept is difficult
to implement:
researchers, public
authorities and
operators are often
locked into their own
discipline or field of
action.

interdisciplinary research, public health programmes that are common to humans and
animals, and health training and education.
However, the One Health concept is difficult
to implement: researchers, public authorities
and operators are often locked into their own
discipline or field of action, whether intellectually or institutionally.
Research can act as a facilitator, as shown by
the work of CIRAD’s AGIRs research unit
and its partners (see box p.4). This research
focuses on the following areas: the ecology
of pathogens borne by small mammals (bats
and rodents) in Central Africa and Southeast
Asia; the epidemiology of diseases, such as
influenza in Southeast Asia, or cryptosporidiosis in Southern Africa; and the optimisation
of monitoring and surveillance systems. This
research is original in that it implements the
recommendations of the One Health concept:
connecting several disciplines (epidemiology,
ecology, microbiology, parasitology and, more
recently, human and social science); combining methods used in both animal and human
health; associating stakeholders from both
sectors; and setting up training programmes.

Connecting several
disciplines

Ecology and human
and social science,
which study social
ecosystems as a whole,
facilitate sectoral
integration.

and epidemiologists have analysed the data
and put into perspective the results concerning the pathogens, their possible ecology and
their potential transmission between species.
Thanks to the global approach thus implemented, the existence of strains of cryptosporidiosis shared by animals and humans
has been demonstrated. The transmission of
this parasite between wild animals, domestic
animals and humans is a potential risk for
human populations that are immunocompromised due to other infections (HIV). Research
must be pursued in order to propose methods to control this parasitic disease: this will
associate sociology (risk perception, hygiene),
economics (the cost for the community, etc.),
and ecology (movements of animals, contact
networks between species, etc.).
New research questions are emerging, which
require the contribution of ecology and human
and social science: for example, the role of
the environment on health, whether positive
(ecosystem services for disease regulation)
or negative (biodiversity loss, environmental
degradation, and exposure of humans and
domestic animals to new pathogens).
Ecology and human and social science will
need to be systematically associated in the
study of zoonoses in order to accurately
describe the impact and perception of diseases, to understand behaviour that facilitates
their transmission, and to compare “before
and after” and “here and elsewhere” situations. Health geography will also have a key
role to play in One Health research. Indeed,
this scientific field provides new frameworks
by mobilising other disciplines from life science and human and social science. These
disciplines, which study social ecosystems as a
whole, also help to bring the different sectors
closer together.

In the forests of Gabon, wildlife ecologists are
studying the behaviour of bats, and medical
microbiologists are searching for pathogens
that are potentially harmful to humans. In
Southeast Asia, parasitologists from human
and veterinary medicine are identifying
rodent-borne pathogens that are transmissible to humans; and ecologists and geographers
are studying their environment. But isolating
a parasite or a virus in a bat or a rodent does
not necessarily mean that this pathogen will
emerge in humans and cause an epidemic.
Bringing sectors together
Modelling studies (probabilistic risk assessand associating
ment) associating human medicine, veterinary medicine and environmental science are
stakeholders
identifying the dangers at the human-animal
interface and proposing preventive measures. The intersectoral approach is another characteristic of One Health research.
The study of cryptosporidiosis, a serious intestinal disease shared by animals (mammals and To create links between veterinary medicine
birds) and human populations, has brought and human medicine, epidemiology acts as
together in Southern Africa researchers from a catalyst. Its goal is the same whatever the
several disciplines. Veterinary and medical sector: better understanding diseases in their
doctors have worked together to develop systemic dimension in order to target moniprotocols, and have then conducted surveys toring and surveillance and thereby improve
and taken samples among animal and human health. The methods used are also the same:
populations. Molecular biologists, ecologists studying humans and animals under real con-

Participatory
approaches are
being implemented
as alternative or
complementary
methods.
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ditions of exposure to biological, behavioural
and environmental factors so as to identify
those which influence health and diseases,
using biostatistics and modelling.
In Southeast Asia, this discipline has made it
possible to study the epidemiological system
for influenza without being restricted to either
that of animals or that of humans. Research
has shown that certain influenza viruses affecting humans or birds, especially the pandemic
influenza virus (H1N1pdm), are transmitted from humans to pigs, and then to other
pigs. Since this animal can host human and
avian viruses and recombine them, it could be
the source of new highly pathogenic strains
of influenza that are transmissible between
human beings. Research associating veterinary
epidemiologists and virologists and epidemiologists from the medical sector is beginning
in order to improve detection systems for
potentially pandemic strains in pig farms.

working on rabies, a major zoonose in Africa
and Asia. In order to reduce the number and
consequences of bites to humans, they are
attempting to enhance methods to control
canine populations in rural areas and to decentralise health care facilities.

Disseminating principles
and practices
Not only do the research practices forge links
between researchers from different disciplines
and stakeholders from various sectors, but they
also help to develop networks, monitoring
centres, platforms and training programmes,
which disseminate the principles of the One
Health concept and facilitate its implementation and governance.

Five academic and veterinary research establishments from five Southeast Asian countries
Surveillance systems are another vector for have worked along with CIRAD to create a
intersectoral synergies. Methods of disease research network in animal health and veterimonitoring and surveillance are being devel- nary public health, GREASE (Management
oped based on analysis and modelling of the of Emerging Epidemiological Risks in Southecology of pathogens or of epidemiological east Asia). By fostering synergies and sharing
systems in time and space. In this sector too, skills at the regional level, GREASE aims to
research practices may be useful in implement- improve the management of risks associated
ing the One Health concept, provided they with transboundary and emerging diseases.
are assessed.
Close links with the Institut Pasteur network,
In Cambodia, for example, a project to moni- a key promoter and actor of the One Health
tor influenza viruses in animals and humans initiative, are developing the connection with
associates researchers (epidemiologists, virolo- human health.
gists) and sectors (veterinary and medical),
Certificate and in-house training courses are
with the aim of pooling the resources availanother tool, helping to build capacities and
able to human health services and livestock
encouraging partnerships. An international
services, and of enhancing the efficiency of
postgraduate programme on the assessment
surveillance systems.
and management of infectious risks at the
To offset the shortcomings of classical sur- human-animal-ecosystem interface (Interveillance systems, which require considerable Risk) is currently being set up in Thailand.
human and financial resources, participa- At the end of the course, graduates from the
tory approaches are being implemented as region will be able to integrate epidemiologialternative or complementary methods. In cal, ecological, economic and risk management
Southeast Asia, a new network, SEA-PREID approaches.
(Participatory Research on Emerging Infectious Diseases in Southeast Asia), is foster- In addition, professional training is given to
ing participatory epidemiology in order to physicians by veterinarians. CIRAD’s vetoptimise surveillance systems. It integrates erinarians are thus training Chinese public
different disciplines and sectors, and brings health workers in the methods and principles
together livestock farmers, decision-makers of risk analysis. They take the methods used
by veterinarians, such as decision trees, and
and scientists.
adapt them to the needs of human public
Associations between sectors and between health. They study methods for the quantitastakeholders need to be strengthened in order tive assessment of surveillance networks in
to combat zoonotic diseases. Control methods animal health and human health, which can
must also be optimised. In Cambodia, for be adapted to future intersectoral systems for
example, veterinary and medical doctors are monitoring zoonotic diseases.
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Towards one public health?
Whether assessing the risks of emergence
of a new human disease originating in wild
or domestic animals, studying or controlling
existing zoonoses, or coordinating sectors and
stakeholders, research shows that it is possible
and valuable to work together in a One Health
perspective, and that these partnerships are
prefiguring the application of this concept.

So why not use just one term: “public health”?
Public health refers to the prevention of disease and the well-being of human societies.
Veterinary public health covers actions concerning animals and their products aimed at
protecting, preserving and improving human
health and well-being. The One Health concept is working to achieve this. n
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This research was conducted within the framework of the GREASE network (http://greasenetwork.com/) and the research platform
Production and Conservation in Partnership
(http://www.rp-pcp.org). It associated the following partners: Institut Pasteur International
Network, IRD, CNRS, INP-ENVT (France);
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
EpiX Analytics (United States); Royal Veterinary College (University of London, United
Kingdom); Murdoch University (Australia);
Centre international de recherches médicales
de Franceville (Gabon); University of Pretoria (South Africa); University of Hong Kong
(China).
Several international agencies (FAO, OIE,
WHO, ILRI) took part in the research; they
have an important role to play in the implementation of One Health.
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Among the training initiatives, the InterRisk
postgraduate programme is being set up by the
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine at Kasetsart University (Thailand) and the INP-ENVT (Institut
national polytechnique de Toulouse - École
nationale vétérinaire de Toulouse).
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This issue of Perspective is based on research in
Africa and Asia by CIRAD researchers and PhD
students: ecologists, veterinary epidemiologists
and an anthropologist from the AGIRs research
unit (Animal and Integrated Risk Management,
http://ur-agirs.cirad.fr); socio-economists from
the MOISA research unit (Markets, Organisations, Institutions and Stakeholder Strategies,
http://umr-moisa.cirad.fr/) and the SELMET
research unit (Mediterranean and Tropical Livestock Systems, http://umr-selmet.cirad.fr).

